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CAl=L` FOR. PEP|CE

The past year was characterised by the most brutal violence
unleashed against our people . All peace-loving South Africans
are still deeply touched by the
Let's ensure that 1991 does not
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* Lets
apartheid

* Lets build a culture of political tolerance within and between
our structures - we don't have to agree with one another, howev-
er, we should respect every person's viewpoint .

find common ground in our rejection
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ccarnage that gripped our countryy
experience a replay of the pastt

be wholly exonerated from those
sights of the fact that apart-
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hand of apartheid

* We need to unite ourselves in a patriotic front to be able to
move speedily to a free, democratic and non-racial South Africafl

and

everywhere, that it is apartheid and
violenceits agents that are fueling suspicion, hatred, fear and

amongst our people .

opposition to

FOR PERMANENT PEACE WILL BE WITH US ONCE APARTHEID

Call gll alll theL people~ of. South~ Africa
* Lets all ensure that the process of change is irreversible

* Through our disciplined and peaceful campaigns, lets bring

is

constituent assembly - to draft a constitution that
reflects the will of the people, and the interim government to
oversee a smooth transitionn

Lets bring into being a government that will not have death
squads, vigilantes and assassins . Lets have a government that
will respect the rule of law .

LET US ALL MAKE A FRESH START IN 1991, LET US WORK, SINGINGLY AND
COLLECTIVELY, FOR A PEACEFUL SOUTH AFRICA .
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